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ABSTRACT

SAFETY ASSURANCE FOR NUCLEAR CHEMICAL PLANTS
REGULATORY PRACTICE IN THE UK

The legislative requirements for safety assurance for potentially
hazardous plant, both in normal operation and accident conditions
are presented. Against this background developments in safety
assurance practice for nuclear chemical plants are identified and
discussed in relation to the role of the regulator and of the
operator.
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SAFETY ASSURANCE FOR NUCLEAR CHEMICAL PLANTS
REGULATORY PRACTICE IN THE UK

1 INTRODUCTION

The safety of industrial plants has received increasing attention
worldwide during the past two or three decades, due, in part, to the
substantial increase in size to achieve greater economy in product
cost, but principally because a number of accidents in different parts
of the world have had environmental consequences which are considered
to be unacceptable. Single plants and complexes having the
possibility of a "knock-on effect" from an accident on one plant
affecting another, with risk of the second plant releasing toxic or
reacting chemicals, or with explosive risk, have come under intensive
scrutiny.

In the UK all commercial nuclear plants are subjected to detailed
regulatory requirements and surveillance through a system of licensing,
to ensure they are under control in respect of both employee and public
safety. This paper considers the requirements for safety assurance of
these plants. It is concerned with the identification of safety
standards and the procedures adopted in ensuring they are achieved.

2 REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR CHEMICAL PLANTS IN THE UK

2.1 Legislation and Licence Requirements

Since 197^ the general regulatory provisions relating to safety at
industrial sites has been set out in the Health and Safety at Work etc
Act 1974 (HSW Act) /~J7

That Act imposes a general duty of care on people associated with work
activities. It is concerned with the protection of people at work and
the prevention of risks to the health and safety of the general public
which may arise from work activities. The Act established the Health
and Safety Commission (HSC) together with an Executive (HSE) to
administer the provisions embodied therein. It also brought together
within the HSE a number of diverse and specialist inspectorates (see
Figure 1), including the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil),
with the substantial advantage that cooperation and coordination
between them, and even the exchange of staff, has become substantially
easier. '

Prior to the HSW Act the Nuclear Installations Act 1959 (NI Act) and
i t s successor the NI Act 1965 (as amended), had been the principal
instrument of control over safety at nuclear installations in the UK.
Those parts of the NI Act 1965 (as amended) / 2_7, concerned with
safety regulation, have been incorporated as subordinate legislation
to the HSW Act.

The NI Act requires that no person ("person" meaning a body corporate)
shall use a nuclear s i te for the purpose of installing or operating a
facility, of a class prescribed in regulations, without a licence
granted by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). The regulations,



Statutory Instruments 1971 /"~3_7i specify a range of plants to be
covered and include those for enrichment, enriched uranium and
Plutonium fuel manufacture, irradiated fuel processing and radioactive
waste storage and treatment. In due course facilities for the
disposal of nuclear waste will be included. In addition to providing
a system of control of s.afety at nuclear plants, the licensing system
under the NI Act provides a means of identifying those nuclear sites
which attract a special class of third party liability for nuclear
damage, as laid down in the Paris Convention on Third Party
Liability /~^_7« The licence is issued for the site, rather than the
plant, so l:hat where more than one plant is constructed on the site
they may all be brought within a single regime of safety surveillance.

Where a nuclear operator has been granted a nuclear site licence the
NI Act empowers the HSE to attach to the licence such conditions as it
sees fit in the interests of safety. These conditions may be
modified, extended or withdrawn at any time at the discretion of the
KSE. This legal procedure provides, in a flexible manner, for the
control of safety at the site in a developing industry where new.
processes and technology are frequently introduced. The licensee's
compliance with the conditions is inspected and enforced by the
Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (Nil).

An important aspect of regulation of nuclear facilities in the UK is
to structure the control system so as to leave the burden of
responsibility for safety clearly on the operator of the facility. It
is a clearly understood responsibility that operators must look to the
organisation of their work and establish standards, procedures and
self checking arrangements. Control of safety through detailed
regulation is regarded as undesirable because:

(a) It would inhibit, or delay, the development and incorporation
of higher standards as these became possible, due to the delay
inherent in changing statutory regulations; and

(b) the development of detailed guides or codes could not keep
pace with technological advance in the industry and could
potentially become an obstacle to the development of higher
safety standards. In the field of nuclear processing there
is not enough replication of plant to justify a wide use of
codes.

The UK system of control is therefore designed to provide for the
monitoring of the work of the nuclear operator at all stages of the
plant development, but with sufficient control to prohibit
construction or operation of a plant if, in the opinion of the Nil,
the level of safety provision is inadequate or should be improved.
This implies both a progressive consideration and presentation of
safety information by the operator and a continuous review of that
information by the Nil.

The various licence conditions confine themselves to the objectives to
be achieved, and though they may influence the licensee's organisation
they carefully avoid specifying its nature. A notable exception to
this is the requirement to form a Safety Committee for the purpose of



considering and advising the licensee on matters required by the
licence conditions to be referred to the committee and on any other
matters affecting safety, on or off the site, which the licensee
considers should be referred to the committee. From time to time the
Nil, as a result of site inspection or technical evaluation, may
request that particular matters be referred for consideration by the
Safety Committee. The work of the Safety Committee is referred to
again below.

This condition has two practical effects:

(a) it ensures that the operator establishes safety assurance
procedures, policy and standards; and

(b) through the systematic preparation and consideration of
specified documentation and assessment enables Nil to
consider and evaluate safety provisions before irrevocable,
or expensive to retrieve situations have been reached.

2.2 Assessment Principles

The Nil, in exercising regulatory responsibility, need to adopt a
consistent and systematic approach to review of the licensee's
proposals presented in his safety submissions.

In April 1979 the HSE published their "Safety Assessment Principles
for Nuclear Power Reactors" / 5_7« A companion document for Nuclear
Chemical Plant is in the advanced stages of preparation. The
principles in this la t ter document comprise a set of objectives, most
of which are required to be met as far as is reasonably practicable
although, in a few cases, there are definitive requirements. Some of
the principles are expressed in quantitative terms and are intended
to give guidance to Nil assessors on levels at which they can confine
their studies to the validity of estimates submitted to them, and
need not embark on detailed work aimed at establishing whether
further improvements would be deemed to be reasonably practicable.
The extent to which such principles are satisfied in a safety sub-
mission would be an important contributory factor in any decision to
authorise the licensee to proceed with plant construction or
operation. Assessment of the manner in which a design meets the
principles is without prejudice to any other statutory requirements
that_may apply. For example, under the Radioactive Substances Act
/~6__/ the routine discharge or disposal of radioactive waste from a
nuclear site is subject to authorisations granted by the relevant
Environmental Ministers in England, Scotland or Wales.

2.3 Safety Standards and Objectives

Some basic standards, which may include limits, are written into
statutory and other regulations as experience indicates necessary or
desirable or where expert opinion has recommended them to be
necessary.

I t is the policy in the UK to follow the Recommendations of the



International Commission on Radiological Protection £ l j and the
requirements of the Euratom Directive / 8__/ relating to radiation
exposure of persons on s i te and of members of the public. Advice and
guidance in the application of these recommendations in the UK is
received from the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB).
Conditions attached to nuclear site licences cover all these broad
requirements of radiological protection, such as measurement of
radiation and contamination, and the establishment of controlled areas.
In particular, licence conditions require that all reasonable steps be
taken to ensure that no person, on or off the site, is exposed to
radiation such that the attributable dose would be in excess of
specified maximum permissible doses and, further, that all exposures
be minimised as far as is reasonably practicable.

There is scope in the achievement of these objectives for the operator
to identify standards or criteria to which he should aim to design and
operate his plant and all major nuclear operators have established
design criteria well within the statutory limits.

3 SAFETY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES

3.1 Plants Having Po t en t i a l Hazard

Nuclear chemical plant s i t e s in the UK embrace the complete fuel cycle
and each has generally s imi l a r safety assurance p r ac t i c e s . In dealing
with highly radioactive mater ia l s and with plutonium and f i s s i l e
mater ia ls some s i t e s present the whole range of safety issues which
need to be considered.

A p r inc ipa l aim i s to ensure the effects of operat ions, on the health
and safety of persons who may be affected, are comparable with those in
the non nuclear industry . Safety in nuclear p l an t s , however, includes
the e f fec t , both on workers and members of the publ ic , of rad ia t ion at
the p lan t and from ef f luents whether gaseous, l iqu id or s o l i d , in
normal operat ion. Care has also to be taken to minimise the r i sk from
acc idents , for which emergency plans need to be avai lable to deal with
any consequence.

Great a t t en t ion i s d i rec ted during plant design to foreseeing and
analysing normal, abnormal and possible accident conditions and to
providing safety measures to reduce the r i s k so far as i s reasonably
prac t i cab le by, for example, redundancy in equipment and in essen t ia l
s e rv i ce s , guaranteed e s s e n t i a l supplies and cooling capab i l i ty , and
mul t i -s tage containment of radioact ive f l u i d s .

Hazards a r e , whenever pos s ib l e , an t ic ipa ted and an a t t i t u d e i s
instilled into designers, operators and their technical and safety
support teams, to ask the question "what if" this or that should
happen?

The responsibility for safety rests with line management and in this
respect there must be a continuity in responsibility as the plant moves
from design, construction and commissioning into the operating phase
and procedures must be demonstrably effective without the intervention



of the regulator.

Procedures must define and establish the safety requirements, refer to
the relevant.principles, standards and objectives, and state how these
are satisfied and implemented to ensure safety in operation. Since
the safety case must be acceptable to the plant operator in taking
over the plant, formal documentation presented in a logical sequence,
is essential to permit step-wise approval as the project develops.

3.2 The Management of Safety

To be assured that a plant is adequately safe (it being appreciated
that safety is not absolute) necessitates surveillance of all phases
from concept, through design, construction and commissioning, into
operation, during maintenance and any modification, and finally in
decommissioning. A number of features considered fundamental to the
achievement of high safety standards are outlined below:

(a) Management needs to have a clear knowledge of the
consequences of accidents at their plant, as well as the
means by which accidents may occur or be initiated. Only
from such understanding can design principles, quality
assurance and sound operational practices be developed.

(b) Appropriate technical and scientific resources must be
applied to evaluate the likelihood and consequences of
accidents.

(c) Consideration of safety must begin at the design stage of
plant.

(d) Management must specify safety objectives and provide the
resources to meet those objectives.

(e) Systematic procedures for implementation and review of
the achievement of safety objectives must be established
to cover all stages from design to full operation.

(f) Careful attention is needed to management in the hand-over
from construction to operation.

3-3 Site Safety Committees (see para 2.1)

The concept and function of the Safety Committee has been long
established in safety assurance procedures at nuclear plant. Among
the important advantages of the system are that:

(a) safety is considered in a formal manner independent of
design, construction or operational objectives;

(b) it brings together the relevant design, operations, and
technical and scientific expertise to consider safety
matters; and
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(c) by starting at the design stage it ensures that safety
aspects are systematically and continuously reviewed
as a project progresses.

iiMembership of a Site Safety Committee, which is chaired by the Manager ^J
responsible for all Operations on the Site would include senior
managers responsible for plant operation, engineering services,
project design and research and development. Membership may be
broadened to include independent senior representatives for other
works operated by the Company and from health and safety policy
departments. It advises the site Manager who, through his plant
managers, has executive responsibility for safety and ensuring
compliance with licence conditions. Authority is delegated to line
management staff for action as appropriate.

On large multi plant sites a single site safety committee would be
unable to fulfill all the requirements of the licence and a number of
supporting safety sub committees are established. The chairman of
each of these sub committees would also be a member of the principal
site committee. Therefore, membership reflects the management
structure for the site. When major new projects are planned a sub
committee may be established, initially under the chairmanship of the
project's design engineer. During the design and construction stage
membership changes, in part, as emphasis moves on to operational
considerations and, at the commissioning stage, the responsible senior
operation manager would be expected to take over the sub committee
chairmanship.

Safety documents for plants in design/construction and operation, some -
of which are required by the licensing procedure.to be submitted to I
the Nil, are considered by these committees with actions taken by
their chairmen based on the advice received.

3.^ Safety Policy

To assist its management in meeting its responsibilities for health
and safety it is necessary for the Company to identify:

(a) requirements, both general and specific, imposed on staff
by any Company Policy, by external regulations including
Site Licence conditions and by internal self regulation;

(b) Codes of Practice and Guidance Notes which have been
prepared by the Company to assist its staff in meeting
the requirements; and

(c) Rasic Standards, derived from experience, which are
relevant in the particular circumstances.

Included in the Company's Health and Safety Policy, which is prepared
to comply with the Health and Safety at Work Act / 1_7, would be
statements of objectives, for example:



(a) where any hazard may exist, for al l plant normal, abnormal
and accident conditions, to employees and to the general
public, i t is kept as low as reasonably practicable. This
embraces collective and individual radiation exposure.

(b) al l applicable regulations are adhered to as minimum
standards;

(c) there are effective procedures for consultation on health
and safety matters with:

(i) representatives of the Company's employees
(i i) local authorities and the public in the vicinity

of the s i te .

3.5 Documentation prepared by the Operator

Discussed below are the documents which are part of the safety case
for new projects although there may be others to support i t . These
documents and their availability at key stages during the projects'
timescale are fundamental to the demonstration that an adequate safety
assurance practice has been followed (see Figure 2).

3.5.1 Functional Specification

A document which sets out the requirements of the Operator to the
Designer and indicates:

(a) the purpose of the plant and its relationship to other
facilities;

(b) the important requirements in relation to the feed, product
and waste materials; and

(c) the safety stands<rds and principles to be applied in
protecting ..the plant, its operator, other persons on the
site and members of the public.

With this specification as a starting point, viable alternatives in
the interests of safety are reviewed, though it is accepted that in-
depth analysis of all is not realistic. The inter-relationship of
many aspects is involved and a substantial degree of judgement is
necessary based on experience supported by risk probability arguments
and analyses. This leads to decision on the flowsheet and engineering
solution to meet the specified safety standards and objectives.

3.5.2 Plant Specification (PS)

This document represents the Designer's response to the Functional
Specification presenting the basic engineering design, materials and
process details. It considers, in a provisional manner, the possible
accidents and their consequences and incorporates the necessary safety
features to ensure the specified standards will be achieved. The
document may indicate where further work is required to confirm the



process or method of safe control, but should conclude that, the chosen
concept is viable in terms of the identified objectives, the
associated hazards and the related safety criteria. It includes
therefore a preliminary design safe.ty appraisal. This depth of
understanding is essential for the full extent of plant and equipment
required to be appreciated and hence for the cost estimate and
programme to be realistic at the time of formal approval of the
project.

The level of safety to be achieved is clearly a matter of judgement to
be assessed against that acceptable for other industrial, civil and
domestic activities, for there is no absolute safety and enhancement
has a cost.

A plant specification including a statement of design safety
principles is required, by the Nuclear Site Licence, to be submitted
to the Nil who, when satisfied that an adequate level of safety wil be
demonstrated, will issue a "notification of no objection to
construction" before work can proceed.

The project progresses with a series of technical notes on the various
safety topics, submitted to the appropriate safety sub committee to a
pre-arranged programme. Analyses should consider normal and abnormal
operation and the consequences of possible accidents. There may here
be a need to identify any change in objectives and in the methods of
meeting them.

3.5.3 Design Safety Report (DSR)

The DSR is the project's major safety document; it describes how the
safety requirements have been implemented and is developed from the PS
and safety technical notes discussed above. It must be virtually
complete before Commissioning, though updating may be necessary if
Influenced by experience during Commissioning.

A preliminary Operational Safety Assessment (OSA) is prepared at this
stage which anticipates Commissioning results and ensures that, so far
as possible, the Commissioning Schedules take cognizance of all
essential operational requirements. The Operator must establish with
the Designer the Plant Operating Rules; these are the specific
conditions and limits within which the plant must be operated at
start-up or shut-down, as well as during routine operation.

3.5.^ Commissioning Schedules (CS)

These are usually prepared for three distinct phases of commissioning,
namely:

(a) plant proving, inactive, using where necessary simulate
fluids;

(b) trace active commissioning;

(c) active commissioning.
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working up at each phase, progressively, towards full flow-sheet
conditions, to ensure the plant complies with the intent of the
designer and that all safety features operate as intended.

The Commissioning Schedules are sent to the Nil who must issue a
"notification of no objection to the schedules" before active
commissioning may proceed.

During the commissioning phase the plant is handed over from the
Project Design Engineer to the Operator usually after plant proving,
though for large plants systems may be progressively handed-over on
their completion. The hand-over includes all relevant documentation
necessary for operation and plant understanding; these include, a
complete set of drawings of the plant as built; schedules of materials
of construction, weld records, tests completed at works or on the
construction site.

A full recording of results and observations on test schedules, with
particular emphasis on all aspects relevant to safety is required
during commissioning and any modification to the plant or its
documentation will be considered by the relevant safety sub committee.

3.5-5 Commissioning Report (CR)

A report is prepared which highlights any additional safety
considerations which become evident during commissioning. Any changes
to documentation (including drawings) and procedures should be noted,
with annotated correction to any previously approved documents, cross-
referenced where necessary.

3.5.6 Operation

With the Design Safety Report (DSR) and the Operational Safety
Assessment (OSA) in their final updated versions and on receipt of the
Commissioning Report (CR), the Nil, once satisfied, takes the formal
step of issuing a "consent to operate". Since previous documentation
has been referred only to the safety sub committees it is practice for
a summary safety and management appraisal document reviewing the
essential safety standards, design and operational limits, and
managerial control features to be presented to the Site Safety
Committee and, if endorsed, executive approval is granted for plant
operation.

The operation of plants is periodically reviewed by the operators with
consideration being given to aspects of maintenance, irregularity in
operation, any incident requiring notification to the Nil, departure
from Operating Rules (limits and conditions), change in radioactive
inventory, and survey of all relevant experience. A full re-
assessment of plant safety is required at least every five years.

3-6 Review and Audit Practices

A peer review process is established in that the safety cases prepared
at the design and operational stages are subjected to review by staff
from departments independent of those who produced the original case.
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For example, the operator's technical support service staff reviews
the designer's submissions. Similarly documents prepared by
operators are subject to review by a group independent of plant
operations responsibilities.

The depth of independent review and audit is a matter of judgement,
though this will be influenced by any internal or external events eg.
an incident on a plant having some similarity with that under
consideration. Of particular importance, where responsibility for
safety assurance is with, line management, is the independent examin-
ation of management procedures in order to ensure safety is nnt
prejudiced by "common mode faults".

"In-house" audits which are entirely independent of the design and
operator divisions of a company, and carried out by personnel having
experience in both design and operation and with technical ability
over a range of disciplines, are an additional feature of the safety
assurance procedure.

it CONCLUDING REMARKS

The safety assurance procedures, outlined against the background of
the regulations applying to nuclear chemical plant in the UK,
illustrate an industrial response. The procedure ensures that the
operator demonstrates that plant is designed and can be operated to an
adequate level of safety in a systematic manner, it provides in a
formal way for Nil to intervene at key stages of construction,
commissioning and operation if this is not so to the extent that
further progress can be legally prevented. The necessary degree of
assurance that the plant can be taken into service and operated safely
is thus achieved in a progressive manner. Though the presentation
concentrates on proposals for new plants they are equally applicable
to modifications and to decommissioning of existing plant.

There is full realisation, by UK operators, that thoroughness in
assessment with safety assurance being a consideration in the
determination of a project's capital cost, programme and operational
cost remains their responsibility. The aim in any proposal is for the
plant not only to be acceptable, but also to be as safe as reasonably
practicable.
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Figure 2(a)
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Figure 2(b)
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